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Chairman of the High Prosecutorial Council, welcomed on the 4th of

April, the General Prosecutor of the Republic of Albania, Mr. Olsian Çela.

The meeting was also attended by two prosecutor members of the

Council, Mr. Sokol Stojani and Mr. Bujar Sheshi.

• The focus of this meeting was the institutional cooperation between

the High Prosecutorial Council and the General Prosecution Office.

Representatives of the two constitutional institutions of the prosecutorial

system, discussed about the current cooperation and expressed the

maximum commitment in fulfilling the joint legal commitments among

them. The head of the High Prosecutorial Council, Mr. Alfred Balla

underlined, among other things, the importance of this cooperation,

emphasizing the concretization process.

"In order for the prosecution system to benefit from this cooperation, the

relationship between these two institutions should not remain merely

formal," he said.

Supporting the approach of the head of the HPC, the General Prosecutor,

Mr. Çela stressed out the importance of a more concrete cooperation

between the two institutions, specifying the need for joint proposals to

the Albanian Parliament, to regulate some procedural and legal moments

that concern the prosecution system.

Chairman of HPC, Mr.Balla welcomes 

General Prosecutor, Mr. Olsian Çela
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Chairman of HPC Mr. Balla, meets 

Head of SPAK, Mr. Arben Kraja

Chairman of HPC, Mr. Alfred Balla met with the head of SPAK Prosecution, Mr. Arben Kraja. 

The main object of this meeting was the continued support from the High Prosecutorial Council 

for the SPAK Prosecution and specifically for the 17 prosecutors that are part of this structure.  

The meeting was also attended by two members of the Council, Mrs. Esmeralda Cami and Mr. 

Ludovik Dodaj. 

This full support from HPC will be addressed in order to increase the total number of special, 

professional and independent prosecutors, as well as to encourage the investigative process in the 

prosecution system and specifically the investigation of corruption and organized crime cases. 

The Chairmen of HPC, Mr. Alfred Balla, expressed his appreciation to the head of the special 

prosecutor's office SPAK, Mr. Arben Kraja, for the collaboration and the wonderful job that is 

done so far. He also underlined his personal and institutional willingness to further develop this 

collaboration and the HPC’s assistance for SPAK, in order to fulfill the justice reform’s goal and 

restoring citizens' faith in the newly constituted bodies of the justice system. 
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Official meeting with the Head of NBI, Mrs. Aida Hajnaj

The Chairman of the HPC, Mr. Alfred Balla accompanied by
two prosecutor members of this Council, Mr. Zeqir Hoda and
Mrs. Eloida Goxhi, welcomed the Head of the National
Bureau of Investigation, Mrs. Aida Hajnaj.

During this meeting, Mrs. Hajnaj presented to the members
and the chairman of the Council, the achievements that were
fulfilled so far in setting up the structure of BKH as well as the
problems encountered until the entire completion of this
structure according to the legal provisions.

On the other hand, Mr. Balla, assured Ms. Hajnaj for the
continued support from HPC and an institutional cooperation
between the Council and the National Bureau of Investigation.
He also assured the Head of BKH that the Council, within the
competencies given to it by the law, will promote further
cooperation between the Special Prosecution and the National
Bureau of Investigation.
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Official Meeting of the 

Chairpersons of  HPC and IQC 

• Chairman of the High Prosecutorial
Council, Mr. Alfred Balla, held today,
April 15, 2022, a meeting with the Head
of the Independent Qualification
Commission, Mrs. Pamela Qirko. The
focus of this meeting was the
continuation of cooperation in fulfilling
the joint mission of both institutions.

• On behalf of the Council, Mr. Balla
assured Ms. Qirko, that regarding the
professional evaluation reports of the
prosecutors of the Republic of Albania,
the institution that he leads is going to
fulfill its duties with high institutional
responsibility.
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Head of HPC welcomes the American Ambassador in 

Tirana, Mrs. Yuri Kim
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• The Head of the High Prosecutorial Council, Mr. Alfred Balla, held a
meeting with the Ambassador of the United States of America in Tirana,
Mrs. Yuri Kim and the focus of this meeting was on the continued
support of the Council, as an independent body with essential
competencies in guaranteeing the status and the career of the
prosecutors of the Republic of Albania.

• Mrs. Kim was introduced with the new Chaiman’s institutional vision.
Mr. Alfred Balla, expressed his gratitude to the American ambassador
for all the support that was given from the OPDAT mission in our
country in order to strengthen justice institutions, especially those of the
Special Structure against Corruption (SPAK), as well as professional
assistance and necessary on criminal justice. On behalf of the High
Prosecutorial Council, Mr. Balla assured the American Ambassador that
the HPC will continue to fulfill its institutional obligations with high
institutional responsibility regarding the professional evaluation reports
of prosecutors, as an essential link of the decision-making process of the
transitional re-evaluation process (vetting).

• He also expressed the Council’s commitment to responsibly carry out
institutional decisions in order to fulfill the justice reform’s mission and
to restore citizens' trust in justice and the new consolidated bodies of the
prosecutorial system.
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Official meeting with representatives from the 
Ministry of Justice from the Republic of Armenia

• The Chairman of HPC Mr. Alfred Balla, Deputy Chairman Mr. Tartar Bazaj

and prosecutor Council’s member, Mr. Zeqir Hoda and Mr. Ludovik Dodaj,

welcomed a group of representatives from the Ministry of Justice from the

Republic of Armenia.

• The purpose of this meeting was to share opinions regarding the progress of

the Albanian justice reform so far, the consolidation of the Council as a

governing institution of the prosecution system, the results related to

strengthening the independence and integrity of prosecutors, and the results

of the prosecution system in the fight against crime. Armenia is actually in

the process of reforming the prosecution system, and the Albanian experience

regarding the justice reform is an important sample to be taken in

consideration.
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Coordination for the implementation of uniform standards of disciplinary 
procedure between HPC & HIJ • The High Inspector of Justice, Mr. Artur Metani was

welcomed by the Chairman of HPC, Mr. Afred Balla. This
meeting marks the first institutional meeting since the
election of the new Chairman of High Prosecutorial
Council. Thus, Mr. Metani congratulated Mr. Balla for
being elected the Chairman of this institution and assured
him that the collaboration between the two institutions
will continue with maximum commitment.

• They also agreed to set better standards of disciplinary
proceedings, not as a means of punishment, but above all
for educating magistrates to be up to the task they
perform, in the role of important contributors to the justice
reform mission precisely, that of restoring public
confidence in the justice system.

• The High Inspector of Justice and the Chairman of the
High Prosecutorial Council, agreed to continue the
institutional communication in addressing issues of
common interest encountered during the implementation
of the law, as well as agreeing and coordinating the
implementation of uniform standards, by guaranteeing a
regular disciplinary process with respect to the
independence of magistrates.
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Official meeting with the Head of the OSCE 

Presence in Albania, Ambassador Vincenzo 

Del Monaco
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Mr. Alfred Balla, in the quality of the Chairman of High
Prosecutorial Council, welcomed in an official meeting the
Head of the OSCE Presence in Albania, Ambassador Vincenzo
Del Monaco.

Ambassador Del Monaco was introduced with the new
Chairman’s vision and platform for the future. Mr. Balla
thanked the Ambassador for the continued support that was
given to the High Prosecutorial Council so far. On the other
hand, Ambassador Del Monaco, congratulating Mr. Ball on his
new assignment and expressed his willingness to continue the
support of HPC, in several different areas of its activity.

More specifically, this collaboration will be translated into
maximum support with the necessary infrastructure,
assistance with legal expertise for various legal drafts or
regulations as an essential part of the system, as well as the
exchange of experiences through experienced specialists in the
field and through study visits.
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The HPC temporarily appoints the 

Head of Tirana Prosecution Office
• As a result of the dismissal of the Head of Tirana

Prosecution Office, Mrs. Elizabeta Imeraj, from the The Appeal

Chamber, the High Prosecutorial Council, was urgently

summoned in order to temporary appoint the head of this

prosecution.

• On the proposal of the Career Development Commission,

the Council decided unanimously to approve the draft-act for

the termination of the command of the prosecutor Arens Çela,

commanded in the General Prosecution and his return to the

Prosecution at the Court of First Instance Tirana, where he is

appointed as prosecutor. Then, the Council unanimously

approved the temporary appointment of prosecutor Arens

Çela, to the position of the Head of Tirana Prosecution Office.

• In conclusion, the High Prosecutorial Council approved the

opening of the competition for the position of Head of Tirana

Prosecution Office.
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PLENARY MEETING, 22.04.2022

The High Prosecutorial Council held on Friday, April 22, 2022, the next plenary meeting, in the presence of all members of the Council as 
well as representative guests from the Ministry of Justice and the OPDAT Program. Through the practice of temporary appointments, the 
Council has unanimously decided to approve the draft- acts for the temporary appointment in the position of Prosecutor for Mrs. Elidjana
Kasa, in the Prosecution at the Court of Appeals in Tirana. With 8 (eight) votes in favor, 1 against (Mr. Sokol Stojani) and in the absence of 
Mr. Zeqir Hoda, after declaring a conflict of interest by him, the Council approved the draft act for the temporary appointment to the 
position of Prosecutor, to Mr. Kujtim Basha, in the Prosecution at the Court of Appeal of Durrës. Subsequently, the temporary 
appointments for four (4) Heads of Prosecution Offices were unanimously approved as follows;

- Approval of the draft-act for the temporary appointment of Mr. Asllan Bajramaj, as the Head of the Prosecution at the Court of 
First Instance in Përmet;

- Approval of the draft-act for the temporary appointment of Mr. Kledian Llaho, as the Head of the Prosecution at the Court of 
First Instance Saranda;

- Approval of the draft-act for the temporary appointment of Mr. Aurel Zarka, as the Head of the Prosecution at the Court of First 
Instance of Vlora;

- Approval of the draft-act for the temporary appointment of Mr. Moisi Duda, as the Head of the Prosecution at the Court of 
Appeal of Durrës.

On the proposal of the Career Development Commission, the Council decided unanimously to approve the draft act for the termination of 
the status of magistrate for Mr. Brahim Dragjoshi, prosecutor at the Prosecution at the Shkodra Court of Appeals, as well as accepting the 
request and approving the tenure of the magistrate, Mr. Thoma Jano, up to the age of 70. 

It was also unanimously approved the draft act for a change in the decision no. 228, dated 13.07.2021, of the HPC "On the professional 
practice of candidates for magistrates of the School of Magistrates" amended, replacing in annex 2, the name of the prosecutor Mrs. 
Eriselda Bala with Mrs. Rovena Bozo. Afterwards, the meeting continued with the unanimous approval of the two (2) ‘Reports of the 
analysis of the professional ability of the subjects of re-evaluation, Mr. Kudusi Shahu and Mr. Bajram Breçani’.

In conclusion, the lot was drawn for the appointment of the rapporteur regarding the procedure for promotion of the Head of the 
Prosecution at the Court of First Instance Kavaja, from which the member of the High Prosecution Council, Mr. Bujar Sheshi was selected. 

•
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PLENARY  MEETING, 13.02.2022
• The High Prosecutorial Council held on the 13th of April the next 

plenary meeting in the presence of all the Council’s members and guests 
representatives from the Ministry of Justice of the Republic of Albania 
and the OPDAT Mission. 

• The Council has unanimously approved the draft acts for two (2) 
temporary appointments, respectively, Mrs. Irena Çunoti, in the position 
of prosecutor in the Prosecution at the Korça’s Appeal Prosecution 
Office and the temporary appointment of Mr. Gëzim Spahiu, Prosecutor 
of Shkodra’s First Instance Prosecutor Office, for a period of five (5) 
days. Subsequently, the Council has unanimously approved the 
command of a prosecutor in the position of Ethics Advisor, at the High 
Prosecutorial Council. On the proposal of the Career Development 
Commission, the Council decided to command Mr. Hysen Keta, in the 
position of Ethics’ Advisor, at the High Prosecutorial Council, for a 
period of 5 years.

• According to the agenda, it was continued with the unanimous approval 
of the draft-act for the completion of the transfer procedure without 
consent, for the position of the Prosecutor at Dibra’s First Instance 
Prosecution Office. After a series of discussions, the Council decided to 
approve with 7 votes in favor, the draft act for the off-duty activities for 
Mr. Adnan Hoxha, prosecutor in the Prosecution at Berat’s Prosecution 
Office. 

• In conclusion, the Council has unanimously approved three (3) reports 
for the analysis of the professional skills of the re-evaluation subjects, 
respectively for Mr. Ylli Bashaj, Mrs. Rajmonda Berisha and Mrs. Edlira
Bako. 
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HIGH PROSECUTORIAL COUNCIL’S ACTIVITY , APRIL 2022

3

Plenary 
Meetings

9 

Temporary 
Assignments

5 

Evaluation 
Reports
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Decision regarding the Commanding procedures of the 
Ethical Prosecutor

Approvment for off-duty activities

Termination of magistrate status

Approval for staying in office

Change of decision in the annex

Decision on the appointment of the rapporteur to initiate the 
procedure of promotion of the Head of the Prosecution
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TRANSPARENCY - PUBLIC AND MEDIA RELATIONS

PR & 
MEDIA

April 2022,

Delegated for competence 
13 citizens’ complaints

4 

Information 
Requests

During April 2022, are reflected on the official
website and social networks of HPC, all
meetings and activities conducted by the
Chairman of the Council and its Members,
within the deadlines and legal framework.
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Keep in touch with HPC
Rruga “Ana Komnena”, Godina “Poli i

Drejtësisë”, Tiranë

info@klp.al

www.klp.al;

https://twitter.com/KLP_al

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChNFVsMbta9js1WUP3cIGcw
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